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Summary: Based on the linear array of fragments resulting from tidal disruption of the comet Shoemaker- 
Levy 9, Mebsh and Schenk [I] recently proposed that linear crater chains on the Galilean satellites record 
previous comet disruption events in the Jovian system. Consequently, the characteristic appearance of 
these linear crater chains may provide a basis for recognizing past tidal disruption events throughout the 
solar system. We discuss one such case, the Davy crater chain, which may record an ancient disruption 
event in the Earth-Moon system. 
Introduction: Imagination is never as extravagant as nature. For many decades during this century the 
idea of impact cratering was rejeded because it simply was not conceivable. In the 1970s the proposition 
that asteroids migM have satellites seemed farfetched. And not even a theorist had advocated comet 
fragmentation as a source of crater chains. But all of these ideas are now forced into our acceptance by 
observations. And recognition of each new reality prompts reexamination and new explanations for old 
problems throughout the solar system. Here we investigate whether comet disruption - as spectacularly 
demonstrated by comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 - can explain anomalous features on the Moon. 
Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 (SL-9) passed inside Jupiter's Roche limit in 1992, tidally shredding the comet 
into a string of small nuclei in an highly elliptical orbit around Jupiter [2]. The nuclei will sequentially impact 
Jupiter's atmosphere in June, 1994, depositing immense kinetic energy and causing uncertain turmoil. 
Jupiter, as the gravitational focus of nearly all short period comets, has captured other comets into 
temporary satellite orbits [3]. Mebsh and Schenk [I] suggest that linear crater chains on the Galilean 
satellites may provide a record of previous comet disruption events in the Jovian system. They calculate 
that the travel time between the Roche limit passage and collision with Callisto or Ganymede is lengthy 
enough, based on the rate of dispersion observed for SL-9, to yield the few hundred kilometer bng crater 
chains seen on those satellites. 

Formation of a crater chain by a fragmented comet requires one or two planetary bodies, as well as the 
suicidal comet. First, a relatively massive planet is needed with a sufficiently extensive Roche limit to have 
a reasonable statistical probability to intercept and disrupt occasional cornets. If the fragmented comet hits 
the planet immediately it will have had insufficient time to gravitationally disperse and thus will probably 
cause a single impact crater or perhaps a pair (e.g. Clearwater Lakes). If the comet is captured into an orbit 
around the planet it may have time to be pulled into a "string of pearls" and make a crater chain on impact. 
As in the case of Jupiter, a satellite can be a target (or witness plate) for the collision. Although it might 
seem that the linear crater chains on Phobos could have resulted from such a cometary splintering, the 
geologic evidence supports the current hypothesis that those chains formed in association with the crater 
Stickney [4,5]. 
A lunar example?: But on Earth's Moon there is one anomalous crater chain that has never been 
convincingly explained. East of Ptolemaeus, near the center of the lunar near-side, the Davy chain cuts 
the floor of the crater Davy Y. The chain is 40-50 km long and includes 18 or more near-circular craters from 
1.5 to 4 km in diameter. Like the crater chains on the Galilean satellites, these craters are closely spaced 
(rim to rim) and are aligned like "pearls on a string." In the 1960s during the flush of triumph in recognizing 
the pervasiveness of impad cratering, the Davy chain was sometimes considered to be a secondary crater 
chain, such as those commonly seen around all young impact craters and basins. Musursky [6] pointed 
out the obvious flaw: there is no apparent primary crater. We have quantified Masursky's observation by 
noting that for secondaries 1 to 4 km in diameter, the primary should be -25 to 100 km in diameter and it 
should be -100-200 km from the chain [T. No such crater of suitable age (Imbrian or younger) exists. 
Morphologic evidence does not support a secondary crater origin either. Known lunar secondary craters 
typically occur as part of an array of chains radiating from the source crater. They are often composed of 
irregular, relatively shallow craters which are only crudely aligned. The most diagnostic feature of 
secondary chains is a herringbone pattern of draped downrange ejecta. None of these descriptions are 
characteristic of the Davy crater chain. 
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The most favored hypothesis in the Apollo period was that the Davy chain was a tectonically controlled line 
of volcanic pits [6,8]. On the Moon, collapse pits typically develop abng well-defined tectonic trends or 
rille structures (eg, the rimae Hyginus and Treisnecker pit chains). Additionally, pits appear to develop 
originally as near-circular features, but continued activity generally produces irregular, coalesced pit 
features [8]. Lastly, volcanic pit formation presumably results from pyroclastic eruptions which typically 
produce dark mantling deposits (c.f. the dark halos surrounding endogenic pit craters [9]). Once again, 
none of these volcanic characteristics are consistent with the Davy chain 

Discussion: While the Davy crater chain is distinctly different from other secondary crater chains and 
pit craters on the Moon, it shows a number of similarities to linear crater chains in the Jupiter system. Like 
the crater chains on Ganymede and Callisto [I], it is located on the planet-facing side of the satellite, and it 
cannot be correlated with any major crater- or basin-forming impact. Similarly, the relatively uniform size of 
the Davy craters resembles the near constant widths of craters in the Jovian crater chains, where crater 
diameters seklom vary by more than a factor of two within any given chain [I]. Even the nearcirculanty of 
craters within the Davy chain has analogs in the Jovian system (eg., Gipul Catena). Thus, we propose that 
the Davy chain resulted from the impact of a tidally disrupted asteroid or comet in the Earth-Moon system. 

Although the crater chains on Ganymede and Callisto are typically wider (-8-40 km) and longer (-40-620 
km) than the Davy crater chain, the small size of this lunar example is consistent with a translation of the 
comet disruption model to the Earth-Moon system. First, the size of the craters in a crater chain should 
reflect the original size of the tidally disrupted body; hence, the relatively small sizes of most earth- 
crossing asteroids and comets relative to bodies in the outer solar system should limit the possible size of 
a tidally generated crater chain on the Moon. Since the Davy crater chain apparently records the impact of 
a score of objects each several hundred meters in diameter, the diameter of the original parent body was 
probably on the order of 500-1000 m. This is at the lower end of the inferred initial sizes for the Jovian 
crater chains (-0.5-1 0 km, [ I  O]), but it is quite comparable to the size of known Earthcrossing asteroids 
(typically c2.5 km). 

Second, the dispersion rates of a tidally disrupted body should also vary between Jupiter and the Earth. 
Based on the models for SL-9 [ I  ,101, the linear dispersion of a tidally disrupted body primarily results from 
variations in the orbital trajectories of material as a function of radial distance within a body at the point of 
closest approach to the planet. Consequently, dispersion rates and crater chain lengths depend directly 
on the size of the initial comet, the distance of closest approach to the planet and, to a lesser extent, on 
the initial cometary veiocity [1].Also, the much lower mass of Earth compared to Jupiter would presumably 
produce bwer dispersion rates at Earth. Comparing the terestrial values for this model to those at Jupiter, 
therefore, all of these factors are consistent with the decreased length of the Davy crater chain relative to 
those in the Jupiter system. This is especially true when it is recognized that at Jupiter all the observed 
crater chains which contain more than 10 craters are over 150 km in length. 

Based strictly on the increase in average cometary velocities between Jupiter and the Earth, the models of 
Melosh and colleagues suggest that dispersion rates for the Earth-Moon system should be approximately 
half of those observed at Jupiter. Since the dispersion rate observed for SL-9 is -40 km/s [ I  01, a maximum 
value for the rate near the Earth can be crudely placed at -20 kmls. A comet travelling 30 krnls can move 
from Earth's Roche limit to the Moon in -3-4 hours; thus, the minimum expected value for crater chain 
lengths on the Moon is -6080 km. Considering that this estimate does not account for variations in 
cometary size, planetary mass, or the vast number of assumptions and extrapolations, this value is 
remarkably consistent with the observed length of the Davy crater chain. 
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